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HKUST Professor Wins
Prestigious Innovator Of The Year
Award 
Prof Philip Chan, Head of the Department of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology,
has won EDN Asia's Innovator of the Year Award, for excellence and
innovation in electronic design. 

"The Innovator of the Year Award recognizes and rewards the
contributions Asia's innovators make to advancing the state of the
art," said Chris Everett, EDN Asia's publisher and editor-in-chief.
"The Award also illustrates the thinking, motivation, and approach
that make the innovators true role models for other engineers." 

Each month, EDN Asia highlights one exceptional engineer or
engineering team in its "Asia Innovator" column. Each June, the
magazine reviews that year's monthly winners and invites its readers
throughout the Asia region to vote to select the Innovator of the Year.
Prof Chan not only beat out a field of Asia's best-and-brightest, but
also won the respect and admiration of perhaps the toughest jury of
all--his peers. 

After a decade at Intel, where he led development of
circuit-simulation tools, VLSI device modeling, and process
characterization, Prof Chan brings an industry perspective to his
current academic role. While urging students to focus on developing
practical devices, Chan himself continues to turn out innovations in
solid-state sensor design. "Don't do research in isolation," said Prof
Chan. "Link your design effort toward practical device development.
You must view research as a stepping stone to solving practical
problems." 

The EDN Asia Award includes a trophy from the magazine and a
substantial prize (a US$5,000 programmable logic device
development system) from Altera, the company that sponsored the
Award for the second straight year. 

Note for Editors:
For further information, please contact the Public Affairs Office at
2358-6307 or email pamedia@usthk.ust.hk.
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